R Package for Pediatric Complex Chronic Condition Classification
Identification of children with complex chronic conditions (CCCs) is necessary to improve health care delivery and perform clinical research, because this patient population uses significant inpatient and outpatient medical resources. 1 The original CCC classification was published in 2000.
2 A second version was published in 2014 to reflect additions to the International Classification of Diseases system and the US adoption of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision. 3 The CCC classification is widely used in research (currently cited in more than 100 peer-reviewed journal publications). However, the current approach to assigning the CCC categories in health carerelated data sets is limited by proprietary software and computational inefficiency. SAS and Stata software to assign CCC categories were published as appendices to the 2014 update, 3 but not all investigators have access to these statistical packages. In addition, increasingly large data sets are available to investigators. Although the data processing capability of individual computers continues to improve, the SAS and Stata software can take significant time to run on data sets with millions of observations. The objective of this project was to develop computationally efficient software to generate the CCC categories using R, a free, open-source statistical environment. 4 We then compared the SAS, Stata, and R software with respect to accuracy and speed of classification on a typical desktop system. 6 On the same desktop system (i7 dual-core, 16-GB RAM), we classified each record using the SAS, Stata, and R software and compared the results. We tested the accuracy (percentage correctly classified) of the R software using SAS as the criterion standard. To test the relative speed of the 3 implementations, we compared processing time (in minutes) for the 3 407 146-record KID data set and the 28 584 301-record NEDS data set. The latest release of the R package is available on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pccc/index .html), and the developmental version is on GitHub (https: //github.com/CUD2V/pccc). Institutional review board approval was not required for this study using publicly available data sets.
Results | Unit testing of the new pccc package revealed several different types of issues present in the 2014 SAS and Stata software ( Table 1) . We collaborated with the authors of the 2000 (C.F.) and 2014 (J.A.F., C.F., and D.D.) CCC systems to resolve those issues. Subsequently, the R package and the updated SAS and Stata software yielded identical patient CCC categorizations when run on each row of patient data in the KID and NEDS data sets. Processing the same data, the R package was comparable to SAS and significantly more efficient than Stata ( Early pregnancy is also a window for the screening of early GDM, based on a fasting blood glucose level higher than 92 mg/ dL. More than 25% of GDM cases are now diagnosed before 24 weeks of gestation, and these early GDM cases have especially poor outcomes: more hypertensive disorders, cesarian deliveries, neonatal jaundices, and more macrosomias for the earliest (<12 weeks) GDM, despite early treatments and lower gestational weight gains.
5
The mean (SD) pregravid blood glucose levels of the women from Liuyang were 80 (20) mg/dL. If their distribution was normal, approximately 15% therefore had blood glucose levels higher than 100 mg/dL. The proportion of women with early GDM (blood glucose level ≥92 mg/dL) was then even higher. Were they treated for this? It would be interesting to know whether the gestational weight gains and the birth weights of their newborns were different for the early GDM in the Retnarakan et al study.
1 The first half of pregnancy is probably a window for lifestyle intervention as proposed, but the knowledge of blood glucose level in this window may also be an interesting information for the prognosis of pregnancy.
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